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About This Game

Experience the wonder of discovery as you rebuild a crumbling kingdom in Meridian: Age of Invention, an innovative time and
resource management game! To renovate rundown villages, you'll have to hire workers, scour for resources, repair

infrastructure, provide food and other services, engage in trade and create machines that will make life easier for the people. To
win a gold trophy on each level, you'll have to use your ingenuity to figure out the quickest way to gather resources and

complete your other tasks.

As you travel through lush grasslands, arid deserts and a village built on the sea, your guide will be Professor Cardano, an
eccentric but brilliant inventor. Along the way, you'll meet many other zany characters, all of whom have their own dreams you

can make come true. Endlessly imaginative, visually stunning and accessible to players of every skill level, Meridian: Age of
Invention will take you to a time and place you'll never want to leave!

Features:
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* 55 levels
* 10 different tasks

* 10 unique characters
* Point-and-click controls

* Learn-as-you-play tutorial
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Publisher:
Alawar Entertainment
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Very very good game im very very odporucit a kupid. Well, it's same tracks as in-game and I usually don't recommend OST
DLCs that have it same. And here are fairly unmemoriable songs, sorta something nice for background, samey, eh.. They need
to make a version of this where you tie up girls.. hANDS DOWN ONE OF THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665EST
GAM,ES IVE EVER LAYED EYES ON. RATHER PLAY MINECRAFT OR ROBLOX PIECE
OF\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I slapped an\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665for over an hour and got PAST
rank one, I am now negative rank. It is glorious. Ok, first things first, this game is fun. Since political simulation games are a
rare species, and this is one of the few of them, I normaly would recommend it to everyone who likes this type of games. You
really have to work to have your plans work out, no matter if it's economic grow, demographics or military expansion.
Especially the latter is hard to achieve, since you have to fight bad publicity both internationaly and intern. The gameplay is very
deep and it's very challenging to achieve your goals.

The graphics are decent. Not good, not bad, but still enough for this type of game. As for sound, that's ok too. I dunno if it's a
bug, but I hear the music of other games while playing this one (Distant Worlds).

The only reason why I don't recommend it is the simple fact that it has DRM. So you're not only limited to buy it on Steam here,
but also have limited activations and... hell, I just hate DRM. Way to go, thank you Eversim. Unfortunatly I haven't read it, else
I wouldn't have thought about buying it.

So, summerized:

Decent Game, a little buggy, but fun. I'll give it a 7\/10, because I like the genre and since this game is a rare specimen... and
subtract 7 points for the DRM. That's 0\/10 for you, until the DRM is patched out. As soon as that is done, I'll make a
recommention.. The game is amazing, I thought the Team Gameplay mechanics were going to suck but they are actually really
good, it success on making the formula feel fresh. Now, in case you don't really like it or it just isn't your thing, there is also the
Solo races, both ofline and online (even for competitive), you can just ignore the fact that you are on a team when playing
Adventure mode.

People say it's a step back from Racing Transformed but, why tho? I LOVE the original Stars Racing and Transformed, but, I
mean, the gameplay here feels better than ever, controlls are accurate and the overall experience feels really smooth thanks to
the constant 60fps, I had complains with Transformed, the planes were full of bugs, and the ship sections were boring and fkng
hard to controll, I actually prefer a Kart-only focused game. And also, the fact they got rid of the Sega All-Stars characters don't
botters me, it dosen't matter if the last games had more characters than this one bacause I only used like 3 characters anyways, I
always go for the Sonic characters because it's the Sega franchise I know the most lmao, let's get real here, who played as Alex
Kid in Transformed? or Ralph? or Danica Patrick? she is a real person! WTF Sega!

The graphics are beautiful and the OST is just perfect, a nice touch is the fact that, like in Forces, you can turn off the
characters voices on the radio while playing (great because of the cringe).
Only 15 characters makes it feel a little incomplete so I hope they add... I don't know... 2 teams as DLC? It lacks great Sonic
characters like Espio, Cream and Chaos 0, not gonna lie, the fact they put Vector instead of Espio, a Chao Trio instead of
Cream and Zavock instead of Chaos 0 still makes me sad and mad.
The stages desing is soo cool! it have a few stages from the last 2 games but that's ok.
Customization is good, you can get everything just by playing the game, no micro-transactions here!
The Adventure mode campaing is good for a Kart racing game, they tried to make an actual story with this type of game so you
can't really complain about it.

My only problem is the fact that the online multiplayer is dead, but I hope that's because it just got released, people is getting
good at it and\/or are playing the Adventure campaing. I'll give it a wait for couple of days and change this if it becomes alive.

So... is it worht it? Hell yes it is, this game is a lot of fun, it may feel like it lacks content but compared to the last 2 Racing
games it is very equal.

A lot of people also complains about the price, I think it's good, at least in my country (Chile) it cost $20.000CLP, wich is
around $30USD, and that price for a just released game here is actually cheap.
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PD: I speak Spanish, sorry if my English is meh.. Nice Game and Fun :D. Dont buy, wait for updates and answers from the dev.
seems to be abandoned.
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Lovely and addictive game.
I recommmed to all those that don't like f2p with microtransactions.
Also, for those who bored with "classic" MTG & HS card games.
Faeria is unique and well made.. This game is more about learning about Mars than actually playing. Just not very fun. The bugs
ruin any small enjoyment you might find. Even after multiple patches the colonists still get stuck in the terrain. There are
constant issues using the rover in that they either can't exit....or once they do exit they can't get back in the rover. I sent a couple
of colonists half way across the map to explore and dropped one off to mine a node. The other I sent a little further to check out
a photo Op. He can't get back in the rover. It just won't higlight no matter where I click. He just walks around the rover and
underneath it as though the rover doesn't exist. I tried saving and returning and even though I can TAb to the rover I can't
manage to get my astronaut back in it. He's in for a long walk home. I would ask for a refund except I paused it for 90 minutes
to watch a movie and now I'm over the time limit.. this game is unplayable , i got stuck on the early mission, something bugged
so i cant walk through downstairs
i was wondering what to do and suddenly when i press f2, the game just messed up. This was a fun Hidden Object Game with a
Christmas theme. I played it during the Christmas season, which made it more fun. The scenes are bright and colorful, perfect
for the holidays. I got all 23 achievements, and I don't remember them as being hard to get. It's also very cheap, so it's perfect if
you only have a couple of dollars left to spend. I recommend this game.. Not happy with the flying. Needs work on the control
surface input and reaction. Does not bank past 20-25 degrees. Not happy at all. If you like flying the J-3 Cub, don't get this add
on.. Slam is a straighforward sliding puzzle game using gravity as the means of moving the puzzle pieces. It was recently
updated to include VR and finally left Early Access recently. Although updates were very infrequent I get the sense that this was
because the game has been developed by a single individual rater than a team of developers; hence the slow progress. The
puzzles start off very simple, but, as you'd expect become more complex as you progress through the levels.

If you already have a good sense of direction and love puzzle games, this game should be pretty easy to beat. The things missing
that IMO would improve this game immensly are achievements, the ability to rebind the contols and even better a level editor
and maybe a splash of color here and there. You could even add some interesting themed backgrounds rather than the drab grey
that we see at present and add trading cards to keep the trading card crowd happy. I'd also add the ability to play your own music
as opposed to the dreary background music that we get; which, too be honest becomes rather boring after several minutes of
game play.

If the latter (i.e. a level editor) was included and the community were able to share their creations via the Steam workshop, it
would add so much more to this game. Maybe we will see these in a future update despite now being fully released (pretty
please)? You could even release them as a cheap DLC; I'd definitely be willing to buy it.

https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/377940\/Slam\/. Another great little story, beautiful visuals, relaxing and a real joy to
play through.. Fantastic game overall. 9\/10.

Good things:
- Story. Love the theme of conspiracy theories, the craziness, and the depth of organizations and characters.
- The dialogues are great. You can find thoughts on human nature, philosophy, ethics, morality, etc.
- The game is long, which makes the game immersive. It took me 43 hours of slow, detailed play time.
- Love the hacking and lockpicking.
- Stealth aspect is nice, though it is not as sophisticated as in many other games (e.g. Thief).
- Dragon's Tooth Sword.

Bad things:
- Guns are awful. I finished the game having killed only ~10 enemies using guns.
- Graphics are a bit dated.
- Controls can be weird at times.
- Most augmentations are basically useless. F12 flashlight ftw.
- The lighting in this game is a bit too dark for me, but it makes sense for the game.. Got free key for game and trading cards so
i do not know i do not play vr.
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